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Hosting an Official 
George Washington Birthday Party 

For Your Class in February

Each February 22nd, school children across the nation celebrate the birthday of George Washington.  These 
class activities range from story reading to essay writing to extraordinary parties.  The following is a helpful 
resource  in  holding  your  own  George  Washington  Birthday  Party for  your  class  this  February.   These 
suggestions are based on activities that I have used in my own high school classroom for the past several years, 
and the students really look forward to the celebration.

The birthday celebration is centered around three parts;
1. Food Preparation and Partaking in the Festive Fare
2. Colonial Toasting – done with apple cider or apple juice
3. A Virginia Reel Dance (everyone MUST participate – it is a lot of fun)

The students are given a homework assignment the week prior to the 22nd where they must come up with one 
(1) Colonial Food Dish to prepare for the party.  I have my students work in pairs – simply because by the end 
of the day, with teaching several sections of US History, there was a lot of left overs!  The pair turns in their 
researched recipe for points on the Friday before and I approve, or not, the chosen dish.

Over the weekend the students make arrangements to cook the dish to bring in on the 22nd.

The morning of the 22nd I decorate the room with balloons and crepe paper AND the Porthole Portrait of 
George Washington becomes the center focus of the celebration for the day.  Students bring their dishes early 
and there is one table set up for the food from each class.

As the students arrive, the Pledge of Allegiance is first said.  Then each team makes a very short presentation 
as to what dish they have made.  (I make it a requirement that at least ONE group per class MUST make 
Peanut Soup – I recommend the recipe on the Colonial Williamsburg King's Arms Tavern web site.  I actually 
make it a contest to see who makes the best Peanut Soup!)

Next, each cooking pair must lead the class in a Colonial Toast to George Washington – something that they 
learned in the course of the year.  These must be factual and they must be shown to me prior for a quick “OK.” 
After everyone has toasted to His Excellency, we finish off a glass or two of apple cider or apple juice and 
then “DIG IN.”  I normally give the students 15 minutes to try the fare, in the mean time, colonial music is 
playing in the background.  You can reserve many different CD's of Colonial Music from your local library.

After everyone has eaten, we line up boy-girl opposite each other and dance a Virginia Reel.  I would suggest 
looking on YouTube for examples if you are unfamiliar with the dance.  I continue to play a Colonial song or 
two during our dance.  I do not let anyone sit out – everyone must dance.  This is a lot of fun, and the students 
are surprised at how tired they are at the end of the reel.

All in all this is a great way for the students to enjoy another side of Colonial American Life that they might 
not normally be exposed to.  They research, prepare, cook, present, EAT, toast, and dance.  Washington, I 
believe, could not be happier!


